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Scheme of work template uk
Let's investigate: A short KS2 scheme on animal adaptation Download all as a zip file Narrative Writing: Merlin (Y5/Y6) Download all as a zip file For pupils working below age related expectations – PMLD, SLD and MLD Key Stages 1-4 Updated 2018 These Schemes of Work have been written by teachers who have expertise in Special Education. They
were currently teaching pupils who were working below age related expectations. The information has also been reviewed and critically reviewed by another group of teaching professionals, including Head Teachers and School Inspectors. We hope that you will find the materials helpful when working with pupils who are achieving below the first two levels of
the national curriculum and across all four key stages. In writing these examples of good working practice, special consideration was given to the current mainstream and Special Education guidance at the time.
To view prices or to place an order, please click on one of the green buttons below.
To view a preview, please click on a green box
below
All of the Formal SoW for the National Curriculum are priced at £99+vat for members per subject and £199+vat for non-members per subject. EQUALS Members benefit from significant discounts on EQUALS publications. The members price for the above publications is only £99+VAT per subject. This involves a saving of £100 + VAT per
subject, compared to Non-members prices of £199+VAT per subject. If you would like to become a member of EQUALS at £120 + VAT for 12 months please click here Any schools that are interested in a subject which is not be listed above such as PSHE & C, Geography, History or ICT please contact paul@equalsoffice.co.uk Please provide full details of
your request, age range and school address etc. NCELP Schemes of Work (SOW) are proposed as examples of how language knowledge and practice can be sequenced and re-visited systematically to support progression in the early stages of language development within a low exposure foreign language setting. Teaching materials and schemes of work
Research-informed and in line with the new Ofsted framework Free and fully-resourced 3-year Key Stage 3 courses Can be taught remotely or as a blended provision Prepares students for the current and any future GCSE exams Why teach the NCELP KS3 Languages SOW in your school? Discover how the NCELP Schemes of Work, resources and
rationales align with important policy documents and influential thinking on pedagogy including: Ofsted Early Career Framework reform, Draft GCSE Subject Content, New Ofsted Framework, Rosenshine’s ten Principles of Instruction. Read more Discover the rationale for our approaches to particular topics, as well as references to the research that informed
our choices. Read more Our schemes of work are in line with the Review of MFL Pedagogy, which drew on research into foreign language learning and teaching. Read more This 15-minute screencast sets out the principles and key features of the NCELP schemes of work and looks at the SOW document itself. Read more Answers to the most frequently
asked questions about getting into NCELP and using our Schemes of Work and resources. Read more We have a range of materials to support Modern Foreign Languages education for pupils both at home and in the classroom. Read more Learn more about the pedagogy with our self-access professional development materials to improve language
teaching and learning. Read more Receive a regular bulletin of NCELP news, activities and resource updates. Enter your password to access the resources page: Sue Cave has designed and created Smart notebook support files and accompanying detailed planning for a scheme of work to support the delivery of French in Key Stage 2. There is also a
scheme of work for Mixed-Age classes and a Year 7 French Transition Project with lesson plans and classroom activity resources. To obtain the login and access these for FREE, please see the information in the PDFs below about how to provide evidence of the purchase of the referenced resources.You can also download an example of the files and
accompanying lesson plans. Download free Smart Notebook software to open and read the files.Smart Notebook Basic For training courses to support the delivery of the schemes of work.Cave Languages Training Courses French Scheme of Work for Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 There are enough planned lessons to teach one lesson a week in Years 3 - 6. The
resources include: interactive whiteboard activities with sound files for all vocabulary items; embedded 'Physical French Phonics' images with sound files; templates for the classroom resources; audio files for the scanned story books and rhymes read by native speakers; accompanying workbooks to download; phonics and knowledge mats. The scheme of
work for Years 3 - 5 is based on the language progression in the 'Catherine Cheater' Schemes of Work with additional material to meet the attainment targets of the KS2 Programme of Study. The scheme of work for Year 6 has been designed by Sue Cave. These lessons have been tried-and-tested in numerous primary schools and found to be effective with
both specialist and non-specialist teachers. Purchase the embedded resources as a bundle at a discounted price hereLittle Linguist Resources Evidence for Cave Languages KS2 Scheme of WorkPDF file, size: 428.8KBExample resource file Cave Languages KS2 Scheme of WorkSmart Notebook file, size: 15.8MBExample planning Cave Languages KS2
Scheme of WorkPDF file, size: 695.8KBCave Languages KS2 French SOW Content OverviewPDF file, size: 212.9KBCave Languages French KS2 SOW Intent-Implementation-ImpactMicrosoft Word file, size: 30.3KB Mixed-Age Scheme of Work This scheme of work is suitable for classes in Key Stage 2 with mixed-age children from Years 3/4 and Years
5/6. There is a two-year cycle for each mixed-age group with enough lessons to teach a weekly lesson for four years. The resources include: interactive whiteboard activities with sound files for all vocabulary items; embedded 'Physical French Phonics' images with sound files; templates for the classroom resources; audio files for the scanned story books and
rhymes read by native speakers; accompanying workbooks to download; phonics and knowledge mats. To find out more, see the information below and the examples of the planning and resource files. Purchase the embedded resources as a bundle at a discounted price hereLittle Linguist Resources Evidence for Mixed Age Cave Languages KS2 Scheme of
WorkPDF file, size: 187.9KBExample mixed-age Years 3-4 lesson plansPDF file, size: 703.5KBExample resource file Years 3-4 mixed-age planningSmart Notebook file, size: 9.2MBCave Languages Mixed-Age 3 and 4 French SOW Content OverviewPDF file, size: 156.7KBCave Languages Mixed-Age 5 and 6 French SOW Content OverviewPDF file, size:
202.1KBCave Languages French Mixed-Age SOW Intent-Implementation-ImpactMicrosoft Word file, size: 30.6KB French Phonic Resources These resources, created using 'Physical French Phonics', are available to anyone who can prove purchase of this resource. You will have access to Smartnotebook files with accompanying lesson plans for a series of
lessons to teach some basic vocabulary, namely, colours, numbers, days of the week, months and animals. The vocabulary has been chosen to introduce the key sounds of French as well as introduce liaison, as described in 'Physical French Phonics'. In addition, there is a phonics frieze; phonics mats and interactive games. To find out more, see below for
information and examples of some of the resources and plans. Resources Evidence for Cave Languages French Phonic ResourcesPDF file, size: 146.7KBExample Resource Cave Languages French PhonicsSmart Notebook file, size: 2.4MBExample planning French Phonics ResourcesPDF file, size: 182.6KB Home Learning Lessons Step-by-step lessons
for independent learners leading to creative writing projects, see below and on Cave Languages YouTube channel. Year 3 - Paper Fortune TellerYear 3 - A chameleonYear 4 - The Hungry MonsterYear 4 - An Extraordinary AnimalYear 5 - Sequence PoemYear 5 - A multicoloured surprise sandwichYear 6 - A Monster DescriptionYear 6 - Design a cartoon
characterYear 6 - Which animal is it? Year 7 French Transition Project This transition project is designed to review and consolidate prior learning in primary school in the first term of Year 7. There are detailed lesson plans with suggestions for language activities for which resource templates are provided. The plans are supported by Smart notebook files with
interactive classroom activities. The teaching of phonics is embedded within the scheme and all the key 26 French sounds are systematically introduced. The KS3 Programme of Study attainment targets are referenced. There are sufficient lessons for a minimum of ten hours. Year 7 French Transition Project Lesson PlansPDF file, size: 418.3KBExample
Year 7 Transition ProjectSmart Notebook file, size: 6.2MBResources Evidence for Cave Languages Year 7 Transition ProjectPDF file, size: 191.7KB
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